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Setting 

London, their patrol area is SoHo, table dancing, etc. strip clubs, Peep shows, 


Clubs 

Club called ‘The Mousetrap’ - popular with criminals and celebrities, like the Rat Pack


Also a Fubarr and a CROBAR


Gary’s bar - it’s a kinda shit, diner bar which sells cans and 


The players start off as CROs, green, first mission. 


Scene 
1am. Soho, London Old City 

First thing - roll STANDING 

Mission 1 
Very first bit of action is responding to a fight outside a nightclub, the bouncers are kicking off 
against some Corporate Agents in training. Agents in training have a lot of skills and are cocky 
bastards. 


When the CROs turn up there’s a big crowd watching it. They step in but the Agents are not 
happy and the bouncers step back. The Agent wannabes then pull machine pistols and so on. 
They are E.I. Agents. If they get their asses kicked then a proper agent comes out of the bar.


Anderson Forbes - quite advanced. Carries a collapsible plasma sword and stolen Raven 220

He will not be spoken down to by CROs and will kick off. 


Mission 2 
When they are defeated (or defeat him) they get a call from Arnold Brooks, their Staff Sergeant. 
He meets them in the CroBar. He tells them he heard about the scuffle and tells them how they 
did. He’s a pretty decent guy and buys them a drink. 


However, when they head out, the car has been stolen. They ask around but people are drunk etc. 
They can get the camera footage from a peep show club but the guy is very wary and not at all 
keen. He’s got some bouncers. 


When identified, the robbers turn out to be hired by Anderson Forbes from earlier.


Tracking the car


-Traffic Cam access. 	 

-hack the local traffic cams

-sneak into traffic cam office and hack / bribe
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When they find the car outside an abandoned housing block, it’s been smashed up and sprayed 
pink with a pig face on it with insulting graffiti and covered in wallpaper. 


The inside is full of shit and vomit and stink of beer


They are also being filmed by a guy in the bushes. Neville Compton, YouTuber - gonna put it on 
his channel. He was up here filming the gangs in secret, and saw these guys so decided to film it. 


(possible crime up here - drug abuse (METH LAB), maybe even some gun running


They can get the faces of the criminals and see they all have records and one is depersonalised. 
They can go and haul them in. Names of two of them. 


Michael Phillips - aka - Snook

John Gardener - aka - The Boxer

Other two are

Jimmy Wiggins - aka Crisps

Don Felchham - AKA - suckass


Using contacts they can find that these guys hang around in Gary’s Bar. 


——


And indeed there they are, but they know they are done for a put up a fight. They have knives. 
Snook also has a Kak Shim and John Gardener has an Ascending Gibbon. 



